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225

lives saved forever.

GOOGLE SEARCHES FOR
ABORTION PER MONTH
IN OUR COMMUNITY

LIVES SAVED FROM
ABORTION

THE AVERAGE COST IT
TAKES TO GET A WOMAN
TO CLARITY INSTEAD OF AN
ABORTION CLINIC
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PROFESSIONS OF FAITH
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This year, your gift will go
twice as far! A generous
donor has agreed to match
every end of year donation
dollar for dollar up to
$10,000. That means your
$100 is actually $200 toward
reaching women at risk for
abortion. With your help, we
can save more lives and
transform more families.
Can you help?
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Your gift,
doubled.

PERCENTAGE OF CLIENTS
WHO CHOSE LIFE!
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real clarity baby
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These unprecedented times were no
match for your unprecedented giving.
UNSHAKEABLE MISSION

Clarity, motivated by Christ’s
love, inspires individuals to
recognize their inherent value,
empowering them to make
healthy and life-affirming
choices regarding pregnancy
and sexual health.

She joins Aspire for
moms and her boyfriend
joins Aim for Dads to get
the skills they need.

Their lives are
transformed but it doesn't
stop there! Housing for her at
The Haven, post-abortion recovery,
sexual integrity education- and more.

She sees life on her ultrasound Not only do they get resources
at Clarity + decides not to get
through our programs, but
an abortion
hear the gospel as well!

Whatever they
need, Clarity
has them
covered!

LIVES SAVED,
FAMILIES
CHANGED,
HOPE
RESTORED.

reaching her.

The abortion industry is ramping up with slick
marketing and big dollars to back it up. How
can Clarity reach women considering abortion
before they do? With our own marketing
efforts- and it's working! We are reaching more
women and saving more lives than ever before
in our history. Digital marketing works but is
costly. The average cost to get one woman to
Clarity instead of Planned Parenthood is about
$115. There's one thing the abortion industry
didn't consider when targeting our community,
you, our incredible supporters!
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A woman searches
for abortion on her
phone + finds Clarity
instead.

